Welcome back from Spring Break, everyone! Hopefully you made the most of it in whichever way you decided to spend it. For some of you, this may have meant trips to new or exotic places, a busy but thrilling week of adventures. For others, you may have taken this as a chance to rest up, reset, and catch up before the second half of the semester. For those of you who this applies to, hopefully you knocked a lot off of your to-do list. One such person undertaking this type of Break was our reporter. Let’s join them now as they reflect on week (hopefully) well spent, going item by item on their pre-Break agenda:

**Writer’s Goal:** Catch up with old high school friends back home.
**What Happened:** Why did I decide to make this a goal? I’ve barely talked to anyone high school for the past two years. Of the three who I still hear from, two had a different week for Spring Break and weren’t even home at the same time. The third is my brother, so I guess mission accomplished there, although he still lives there.
**Accomplished?** This was a silly goal. I’m going to give myself a 1/3 and call it a passing grade, because that was the most that could have been expected. Besides, I played a lot of video games online with other people, so I’ll count that as human interaction.

**Writer’s Goal:** Get back into music—sit down and try and relearn piano.
**What Happened:** Right, this. Well, I didn’t play piano at all. I did sing in the shower, though, which is still kind of music-related.
**Accomplished?** Kind of. I’m gonna go with “yes”. It’s not relearning Chopin, but I can belt out “Happy” pretty well. As long as I’m in my bathroom bathing, but that just minor details.
**Spring Break Reflection Continued**

**Writer’s Goal:** Reset my sleep schedule.
**What Happened:** A rough week of midterms pushed my internal clock closer to a 6 AM bedtime. I definitely needed to catch up on sleep and get back on a normal human’s sleep schedule. Unfortunately, aforementioned video games interfered.
**Accomplished?:** A 4 AM bed time beats a 6 AM bedtime. Close enough.

**Writer’s Goal:** Catch up on readings
**What Happened:** I had begun to slack off in staying up to date with the class’s schedule and intended to fix that. Well, I definitely brought the books home. Most of them, anyway. I think I even took some of them out of my suitcase. Well, one of them. And I might have left it at home by accident. Whoops.
**Accomplished?:** A for effort. Moving on.

**Writer’s Goal:** Start my pset for the upcoming week.
**What Happened:** Wait, I actually wrote that? Holy cow, was I ever ambitious.
**Accomplished?:** Let’s just evaluate the realistic goals here.

**Writer’s Goal:** Start draft of essay due Tuesday.
**What Happened:** Well, I definitely thought about it. Strategizing counts, right?
**Accomplished?:** Wait, does that say Tuesday? I thought it was due Thursday…nope. Well, this is a disaster. This Spring Break could have gone a little better…

---

**Questions? Concerns?** Have all your worries assuaged by our very own Crabby! Send your questions and concerns to leverettcrabby@gmail.com!